Q.	What is the biggest waste of time for many students at St. Edward?
A.	Waiting in the never-ending line in the cafeteria at lunch.  (Some people might say the classes, but that’s a different editorial.)

All the time I hear about the 10-minute lunch periods for anyone who took a science class in ‘96-’97 or before.  The lab sciences required an extra 15 minutes, so students had to eat really fast.  On the few occasions that I’ve bought lunch at the school cafeteria, I’ve felt just like them.  All my time is taken up by waiting in line to buy the food; by the time I actually have it, it seems that I have to just stuff it into my mouth and go to my next class.
Have you considered how expensive the food is in the cafeteria?  (This actually came up in the Student Council election debates last year.)  Say they can get each medium-sized pizza for $8.00.  (Probably they could get each for $6.00.)  At the $1.50 per slice that decent pizza sells for at St. Ed’s, that’s $12.00 gross- $4.00 profit per pizza.  Some of that probably goes into paying for pizzas that the cafeteria bought but didn’t sell; still, that’s a huge profit, just for delivering pizza.
These problems can be fixed, or at least alleviated somewhat.  Maybe another stand could be set up in the cafeteria with the more popular items (particularly french fries).  This would speed up the cafeteria lines.  While the cafeteria is very important in generating revenue for St. Ed’s, the food (especially the delivered pizza) should be made cheaper.  It’s a well-known fact when price decreases, volume increases- more people will buy food if it’s cheaper.  Decreasing the price could actually increase the total profit for the school.  The same thing is true with shortening the lines: if the cafeteria lines are shorter, then some people will stop packing their lunch and start buying food here.  In any case, these  ideas deserve a trial to see if they work.
I still wouldn’t recommend buying the hamburgers, though.

